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Conference unites students 
to change die status quo
James Mellor
MUSIANC. DAIIY
Over 150 (Lil Poly students united 
this weekend under the common 
theme of creating change.
The fourth annual Cdiange the 
Status Quo conference, 
put on by Student 
thnnimmity Services, 
included 24 workshops 
addressing the issues of 
conscious consumption, 
cultural equality, envi­
ronmentalism, femi­
nism. LCiOT (Lesbian,
(iay. Hisexual,
I ransgeiuler) rights, 
health, politics, worlil 
iiul vouth.
"It’s basically to edu­
cate people and give 
them the tools to create 
.1 ditVerence.” Student 
Community Services 
olunteer Megan Mast.iche said."It's .ill 
ibout creating social change and a 
bro.ul r.mge tif topics. The idea is to 
bring awareness to petiple about new 
issues."
“You may already know about 
women’s rights, but vou don’t know
anything about civil rights for Muslim 
students,” she added.“To learn about all 
these things, but not leave afterwards 
being depressed because you realize 
how much more is wrong with the 
world, but to leave afterwards realizing 
vou have a whole coalition of students
A lot o f  people on arnipus accept the 
world the way it is, they accept die 
status quo. Tills Is to show pcHiple that 
not everything s perfect, but that’s not 
a reason to be hopeless.
— .Megan Mustache 
Sti i i lc' i i t  t T H i i i m m i t v  S o r v u o s  v o l u n t c i T
on campus who you can work with to 
create a change.’’
M.istache organized the conference 
with fellow Student Chniimumty 
Service volunteer York Shingle.
( ’hange the Status C,Juo kicked olf 
Frid.iy night m the (dumiash
Auditorium with a presentation of the 
workshops, a definition of the Status 
Quo and a performance by slam poet 
Anis Mojgani.
“A lot of people on campus accept 
the world the w.iy it is, they accept the 
status quo,” Mastache said. “They get 
upset if you point out that 
something’s wrong. This is 
to show people that not 
everything’s perfect, but 
that’s not a re.ison to be 
hopeless."
On Saturday morning 
the conference resumed in 
Cduimash Auditorium with 
.111 tirgamc breakfast and a 
keynote speech by Cal Loly 
graduate Eric Earkinson. In 
his speech. I'arkinson com- 
meiuled the students’ ini­
tiative to get involved with 
the types of issues the con- 
t'erence was addressing.
"These are huge issues and 1 really 
have to applaud you for attacking these 
issues." I'arkiiison said. "The topics 
you’re talking about are really impor­
tant and aren’t wrestled with enough."
I’arkinson continually referred to
see C'hange, page 2
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BRENNAN ANGEL MUSl ANi. DAllY
Anis Mojgani performed slam poetry in Chumash Auditorium 
Friday night as part of the C^ hange the Status Quo conference.
Hillel attracting a laiœ  and diverse membership
Holly Burke
SU SIANO DAIIY
Many Cal Poly students do not 
know about one of the fastest grow­
ing clubs on campus. Hillel. the 
Jewish student organization in San 
Luis Obispo, has been at ('al Poly 
for over 15 years and has drastically 
increased its membership in the past 
two years.
“Where we used to get 20 stu­
dents coming to events, we now 
often get about 100 at our (month­
ly) Shabbat dinners,” said Jeff 
Pathman, Hillel president and coin-
puter engineering senior.
Shabbat dinners are one of the 
many events that members of Hillel 
organize and participate in.The din­
ners celebrate the Jewish Sabbath on 
Fridays. Shabbat dinners are the 
most popular events Hillel hosts. 
The students offer a service fol­
lowed by a kosher meal.The dinners 
are held on the first Friday of each 
month and the service begins at 
6:30 p.m.
The Hanukkah-themed Shabbat 
in December brought over 120 peo­
ple from C'al Poly and the sur­
rounding community.
Hillel is not solely a Cal Poly 
organization, it also offers member­
ships to CTiesta students and all peo­
ple interested in joining. Participants 
do not have to be Jewish to join.
“A goal o f Hillel is to provide a 
meaningful Jewish experience for 
people in college," said Pathman.“ It 
is also our mission.”
Having a large and diverse mem­
bership means that the Hillel board 
must organize a variety of events for 
the different club members and 
their specific interests. The club 
holds events like pizza-making, 
bonfires, movie nights and brings
speakers (including comedians) to 
('al Poly.
“All events have to target a spe­
cific audience. (T*rtain members 
will come to see speakers, others 
come only to social events, some 
only come to the Shabbat dinners," 
said Shaina Fox, Hillel secretary and 
agricultural business sophomore.
A club goal for the year has been 
to have an event for every Jewish 
holiday. There are many. Today 
marks Tu H’Shvat, known as “the 
new year for trees.’’ To honor agri­
culture, It is common for Jewish 
people to consume fruit and plant
trees in abundance. According tt) 
Pathman, Israel was the only coun­
try to have a net increase of trees 
going into the 20th century.
Hillel is also currently working 
on a project to honorYom Hashoah, 
a day of remembrance for the 
Holocaust. The students have col­
lected 60,(K)0 pennies for a display 
in the University Union. Each 
penny represents 100 Holocaust 
victims.The display will be set up in 
April.
“The goal is to make people 
understand the number of how
.see Hillel, page 2
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-11 a.m.: Free speech hour and ctemonstration at Dexter Lawn 
-12 pcm.: Demonstration for marriage equality at die SLO County 
Clerk’s o65ce.
-5:30 p.m.: *^ u p  and Substance” Discussion and ’’Marriage
Equality” at Sandwhich Factory
-7 p.m.: Poet Thea Hillman at Sandwich Factory
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entrepreneur Sidney Harman and 
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“Observadons on Governance, 
Arts, Business and Technology.”
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WHERE: Harman Hall
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continued jrotn page I 
what people do with their lives as “life 
maps,” and how many of the world s 
troubles are due to problems with 
peoples' life maps. One of the mam 
themes of Parkinson’s speech was how 
he was able to alter his life map and 
make change by opening an orphan­
age in Sri Lanka.
“It's good to see through people’s 
experiences,” economics and informa­
tion system senior Fred Cihansah said. 
“It helps to see how you can have an 
impact when you see someone who 
has.”
Parkinson also said in his speech he 
has been given obvious advantages 
because of his skin color, and thinks 
this IS a ridiculous aspect of our soci­
ety.
“Ntibody is given the choice as to 
what circumstances they’re born into,” 
Parkinson said. “It’s kind of ridiculous 
if you think about it, that people walk 
around saying,Tm beautiful,’or,‘don’t 
you admire the dead collagen cells on 
my head?’To take pride in something 
like that, why? We had no say in it.”
“1 ask this question rhetorically, ‘I 
don’t know if you were consulted or 
not,’ but nobody was consulted on 
these things,” he added. “They are just 
sort of dumped into this skin, this 
body, this geographic location on the 
planet. That’s it.”
The crowd reacted to his speech 
with a standing ovation.
“The whole thing was really inspir­
ing.” English senior Ellen Jewell said. 
"I liked his emphasis on (Sri Lankan) 
children and how thev are the same as
children (in the United States).”
,^fter the speech, students broke up 
and began to attend workshops for the 
remainder of the day.
A popular workshop was about 
“Human Tratficking,” led by Cal Poly 
students JK Webb and Darlene 
Molina. Their workshop dealt with 
the estimated 7(M),(I0() women traf­
ficked every year for sexual exploita­
tion.
Other workshops included Another 
Type of {Groove’s “SoulSpeak,” which 
explored the theme of change 
through art and the Multicultural 
Center’s “Urban Nutrition,” which 
addressed why low-income minorities 
in America are more at risk for diet- 
related health problems.
An incredibly gripping workshop 
was the Muslim Student Association’s 
“Post 9-11 America:The Civil Rights 
Struggle C^ontinues.” The workshop 
featured civil rights leader Amir Abdel 
Malik Ali, who examined the civil 
right inequities for Muslims in 
America through a compelling speech 
filled with anecdotes of the civil rights 
violations Muslims have endured since 
Sept. 11,2001.
Malik All also discussed how the 
movement for social change in the 
‘60s applies to today by giving past 
examples of social injustice towards a 
race of people. He also provided infor­
mation on Islam and talked about how 
the American lifestyle can make peo­
ple, “deaf, dumb and blind,” to social 
injustice.
The workshop filled the classroom 
and received a fairly positive reaction.
“I was excited that there were so 
many other people there who were 
open to it,” architecture freshman
Amanda Francis said. “1 think a lot of 
people on campus have a misinterpre­
tation of Muslim and wouldn’t be 
interested in going to something like 
that.”
Two student organizations that 
played big roles in the conference 
were the Pride Cienter and the 
Women’s C'enter. Both organizations 
put on three separate workshops 
addressing the themes of feminism, 
LCiBT issues, environment and poli­
tics.
The Women’s (;enter co-hosted a 
workshop with C Aide Pink, an organi­
zation for women for peace, on “How 
loo Pink Women Started an 
International Movement” Other 
Women’s Center workshops included 
“Feminism and Faith,” which featured 
female Jewish, Muslim and Cdiristian 
speakers, and “ficofeminism,” which 
combined environmentalism with 
feminism.
The Pride Alliance C’enter: LCiBT 
offered “ally training” for students 
who were interested and want to get 
involved in the LCBL commumry. 
The club held seminars on Marriage 
Equality and Education Equity, which 
were aimed at individuals who are 
becoming teachers by outlining the 
steps being taken to create w'elcoming 
campus environments.
Other clubs and organizations that 
presented workshops were: 
Vietnamese Students Association, 
Americorps, Proniisefellows,
Associated Students Inc., C'alifornia 
Student Sustaniabilitv C'oalition, 
C'areer Services, Environmental 
CAHincil, Fairlr.ide Club, Movimiento 
Estudiantil Xicano de Aztlan 
(MEXA), Progressive Student
iV S it N O U N l
February 22nd & 23rd 
f i l l  ’ Voting Locations and Times
9:00am  to  4:
Kennedy Library 
^  Campus M arket
^ - Fisher Science Foyer
BLDG 10 (first floor, Ag Circle Entrance)
 ^ - 9:00am  to 7:3
University Un^on - Upstairs 
#   ^ , Education Building Foyer
Alliance, Poly Cireens, Raise the 
Respect and Rotaract.
“We try to get the clubs on campus 
that don’t have as^  much as an obvious 
presence,” Mastache said. “We put this 
forum together for them to be able to 
get what’s important to them out on 
campus.
Several students explained why 
they thought it was important to 
attend a conference that addresses 
issues like these.
“I’m here because my goal is to 
become a teacher,” business marketing 
graduate Laura Kogan said.“I think it’s 
really important that I’m better edu­
cated and to talk to people about 
issues so they can see why it’s impor­
tant not to discriminate.”
“These are issues 1 feel really pas­
sionate about, but are easy to forget 
about,” psychology senior C-aitlin 
Gibb said. “I want to continue to 
remind myself that I can be empow'- 
ered and make social change.”
“We live in a community where we 
don’t see a lot of poverty and discrim­
ination, so it’s easy to forget about,” 
Kogan added. “It’s a good reminder to 
not be caught up in yourself.”
“It brings people together around a 
central issue of our times, w'hich is 
improving the world and society,” said 
ASl president lylor Middlestadt, who 
attended the conference and led dis­
cussion in several workshops.
“1 think it’s empowering to get 
together in one group for the same 
reason and realize they’re not alone,” 
he added.“Especially on a campus like 
this, where people who are motivated 
for social justice sometimes feel isolat­
ed because a lot of the folks here are 
perceived as being apathetic.”
Hillel
continued from page ! 
many people died,” 
Bathman said.
Tonight Hillel, Alpha 
Epsilon Bi, Hasbara 
Fellowships and
StandWithUs bring guest 
speaker Khaled Abu 
Toanieh to Cal Boly. 
Toanieh is an award-win­
ning journalist for the 
Jerusalem Bost. Though 
Toanieh is Balestiman, he 
writes mainly to a Jewish 
audience. He w'ill share his 
beliefs about Hamas in the 
new Balestinian region, the 
Caza post disengagement, 
and the future of the 
region.
“One of the interesting 
things (about Toanieh) is his 
prospective, being an Arab 
with Israeli citizenship,” said 
Josh Kob, C^ il Boly political 
science graduate. Kob saw 
Toanieh speak in Israel last 
year.
loaineh speaks tonight in 
building .S2, room BO.S at H 
p.m. Tlie event is free. 1 or 
more information, visit 
w'w w. Hasbara Fellowships, c 
oni
The Hillel Board meets 
every Tuesday at S p.m 
in UU 21H to discuss 
upcoming events. Check 
out ww'w.hillelofsanluiso- 
bispo.org for more infor­
mation about the organiza­
tion.
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The following Open Foryrns have been 
scheduled where students can ask 
questions and learn more about this
im portaot referendum:
Monday,.February 1 3 ,6s00pm
-f - , '  ■ ' ' ^ '
 ^ 'a ; Acftdftional voterli^orm alion is i 
V f av^ lll^ le  at the following site:
'  ' E' - li ;
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Name: Jonathan Joson (Jay Jay) • Year: Senior 
Hometown: Monterey • Major: Computer Engineering
Favorites
Word: Hdia (It’s a real word)
Snack food: French Toast 
Movie: Rounders 
Ninja Turtle: ITmatello
I f  You C ou ld  . . .
— travel anv'where in the world, 
where would it be?
Italy
— star on a show, which show 
would it be?
24, I would be jack Bauer’s arch 
enemy.
E ither/O r
Veggies or Iruit? neither 
Apples or oranges? oranges 
Crunchy peanut butter or smooth? 
smooth
Gummy bears or gummy worms? 
sour gummy worms
Shout Outs: to the 108 ( xrro 
Romauldo Table Tennis Team!! - 
Frank, Derek, Dustin, Tim, Myself
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State briefs
SANTA BARBARA (AP)
— A man dying of lung cancer 
was given a. life sentence for 
killing his former son-in-law, 
whom he alleged was molesting 
his infant granddaughter.
iMiilip Jones, 51, of Grover 
lleach, apologized Friday for the 
pain he caused relatives of Jarrod 
Davidson when he ambushed 
and shot him in the chest with a 
hunting riile on the doorstep ot 
a Goleta Valley apartment in 
20(14. I
Jones’s wife, Mahnda, 51 is 
awaiting trial on charges of mur­
der and conspiracy. His daughter,
I Kelee Davidson, 27, of Oceano, 
was sentenced to four years in 
prison Friday in exchange for 
her guilty plea last month to per­
jury and being an accessory after
the fact to murder.
• • •
SANTA CRUZ (AP) — A
military recruiting protest at the 
University of California, Santa 
O u z  is no longer listed on a 
Pentagon database of possible 
terrorist activity m the United 
States.
University officials and Sens. 
Dianne Feinstein and Barbara 
Boxer had lobbied to get men­
tion of the April 5 protest by 
members of Students Against 
War removed from the classified 
database, which contains infor­
mation about suspicious people 
and activities.
Using bugs to create ethanol
Paul Elias
ASSIK IAI H )  PRI SS
SAN FRANC'dSCO — The key 
to kicking what President Bush 
calls the nation’s oil addiction 
could very well lie in termite guts, 
canvas-eating jungle bugs and 
other microbes genetically engi­
neered to spew enzymes that turn 
waste into fuel.
It may seem hard to believe that 
microscopic bugs usually viewed as 
destructive pests can be so produc­
tive. But scientists and several com­
panies are working with the crea­
tures to convert wood, corn stalks 
and other plant waste into sugars 
that are easily brewed into ethanol 
— essentially 199-proof moon­
shine that can be used to power 
automobiles.
Thanks to biotechnology break­
throughs, supporters of alternative 
energy sources say that after 
decades of unfulfilled promise and 
billions in government corn subsi­
dies, energy companies may be able 
to produce ethanol easily and inex­
pensively.
“The process is like making 
grain alcohol, or brewing beer, but 
on a much bigger scale,” said 
Nathanael Greene, an analyst with 
the environmental nonprofit 
Natural Resources Defense 
Council.“The technologies are out 
there to do this, but we need to 
convince the public this is real and
C O K /IP EN SA TIO N
I N S U R A N C E
FUND
WORK WITH STATE fUND 
AND GET MORE OUT OF WORK.
wamwmi
PRIDL
When you're ready to put your knowledge and skills to 
work in the postgraduation job market, look to California’s 
leading workers' compensation insurance earner.
You'll find exciting career opportunities at State Fund, 
plus ongoing ways to nurture your professional 
growth— including on-the-|ob training that can broaden 
your skills and improve your advancement potential. You'll 
also find an employer with a solid reputation as an ethical 
corporate citizen and partner in the community.
Get the )ob that fits your skills today, plus the rewarding 
career that can meet your needs tomorrow. Visit 
www.scif.com/careers or call us at (415) 703-7407.
Visit www.scif.com/careers Slitr fund is in nqual opportuni|> rmploer
not just a science project.
Using microbes may even solve a 
growing dilemma over the current 
ethanol manufacturing process, 
which relies almost exclusively on 
corn kernels and yielded only 4 
billion gallons of ethanol last year 
(compared to the 14(1 billion gal­
lons ot gaso­
squeeze fuel from corn.
Researchers are now exploring 
various ways to exploit microbes, 
the one-cell creatures that serve as 
the first link of life’s food chain. 
One company uses the microbe 
itself to make ethanol. Others are 
taking the genes that make the
w a s t e -
T he process is like 
making grain alcohol, or 
brewing beer ...
Nathanael (ireene
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splicing 
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i n t o  
c o m - 
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bacteria.
What’s more, a new breed of “syn­
thetic biologists” are trying to pro­
duce the necessary enzymes by cre­
ating entirely new life forms 
through DNA.
Bush’s endorsement of the 
waste-to-energy technology has 
renewed interest m actually sup­
planting fossil fuels as a dominant 
waste such as straw, corn stalks and energy source — a goal long dis- 
other inedible agricultural left- missed as pipe dream, 
overs. Cellulose is the woody stuff “We have been at this for 25 
found in branches and stems that years and we had hoped to be in 
makes plants hard. commercial production by now,”
Breaking cellulose into sugar to said Jeff Bassmore, an executive vice 
spin straw into ethanol has been president at ethanol-maker logen
Inc. “What the president has done 
is — perhaps — put some wind in 
the sails.”
Ottawa-based logen is already 
producing ethanol by exploiting
line used in 
the U.S.).
T h e r e ’ s 
g r o w i n g 
c o 11 c e r 11 
throughout 
t h e 
Midwestern 
corn belt 
that the 95 U.S. ethanol plants are 
increasingly poaching corn meant 
for the dinner table or livestock 
feed.
The idea mentioned by Bush 
during his State of the Union 
speech — called “cellulosic 
ethanol” — skirts that problem 
because it makes fuel from farm
studied for at least 50 years. But the 
technological hurdles and costs 
have been so daunting that most 
ethanol producers have relied on 
heavy government subsidies to
the destructive nature of the fungus 
Trichoderma reesei, which caused 
the “jungle rot” of tents and uni­
forms in the Pacific theater during 
World War II.
Through a genetic modification 
known as directed evolution, logen 
has souped up fungus microbes so 
they spew copious amounts of 
digestive enzymes to break down 
straw into sugars.
From there, a simple fermenta­
tion — which brewers have been 
doing for centuries — turns sugar 
into alcohol.
logen opened a small, $40 mil­
lion factory in 2004 to show it can 
produce cellulosic ethanol in com­
mercial quantities.
In the last two years, it has pro­
duced 65,000 gallons of ethanol 
that is blended with 85 percent 
gasoline to fuel about three dozen 
company and Canadian govern­
ment vehicles.
Oil giant Royal Dutch Shell 
PLC has invested $40 million for a 
30 percent ownership stake in 
logen; Petro-Canada and the 
Canadian government are also 
investors.
Now the company is ready to 
build a $350 million, commercial- 
scale factory in Canada or Idaho 
Falls, Idaho, next year if it can 
secure financing — long one of the 
biggest stumbling blocks to bring­
ing the stuft to gas pumps.
Loophole uruiermines Calif, sexual predator law
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) - 
A loophole in a California law 
designed to crack down on rapists 
and child molesters render it one 
of the most lenient sexual preda­
tor measures in the country 
because it allows them to be 
released without treatment, a 
newspaper reported Sunday.
The six-month investigation by 
The Sacramento Bee looked at a 
program started in 1996, follow­
ing public outrage over the prison 
release o f Melvin Carter, who had 
confessed to more than 10(1 rapes 
m Northern California.The legis­
lature responded by passing a get- 
tough law that allowed inmates 
who were considered sexually 
violent predators to stay locked 
up even after completing their 
prison sentences.
Since the program began, 538 
sex ort'enders have been labeled as 
such. Under the law, they are sup­
posed to be sent to a maximum- 
security psychiatric facility at 
Atascadero State Hospital and 
undergo a strict, five-stage treat­
ment program.
However, a loophole in the law
allows sexually violent otTenders 
to refuse treatment and bank on 
winning release through a court 
hearing that each offender 
receives every two years.
In the decade that the law has 
been in effect, 54 sexually violent 
offenders have won release with­
out completing the full regimen 
of treatment, and more than two- 
thirds of those underwent no 
treatment at all. The Bee found. 
Only four have successfully com­
pleted the program.
“All they need is a doctor’s slip 
to get out,” said Harriet Salarno, 
president o f Crime Victims 
United of California. “Nobody 
should be let out unless they’re 
truly rehabilitated.”
Eleven of the 54 men released 
without completing treatment are 
back in custody. Two have been 
accused of new sex-related 
crimes. And at least 10 have left 
the state.
Although California is among 
17 states with sexually violent 
predator statutes, it is the only one 
that requires a court review every 
two years for those committed.
Most other states commit their 
sexually violent predators for at 
least five years and allow them out 
of the mental hospital only after 
therapists say the predators pose a 
low enough risk.
Among the other findings in 
The Bee’s investigation:
• There’s a built-in incentive to 
refusing treatment, because those 
who do accept the program often 
are subject to scorn inside the 
hospital and heightened scrutiny 
and community protests upon 
release.
• Almost all of those released 
without completing treatment 
have returned to society with less 
supervision than lower-risk 
predators freed directly from 
prison.
• Most of the 54 men who won 
early release arrived in communi­
ties with little or no public notice. 
Their faces, names and addresses 
do show up on the Megan’s List 
Web site, but there’s no way to 
differentiate them from the 
63,000 other registered sex 
ofi'enders listed there.
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National
briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) —
From tlu* Wliitc House down to 
Louisiana's parishes, all levels of 
government hear responsibility for 
the ramp,mt failures behind the 
poor response to Hurricane 
Katrina. .1 House investigation 
concludes.
Dcnumeiits obtaincil Sunday 
by The Associated Press put the 
blame go\ernment-\\ ide for lack­
luster emergency planning ,md 
delayed help to victims of the ( lulf 
( aiast sttirnis.
Late ev.Kiiation orders by st.ite 
and local otficials, untrained and 
inexperienced emergency respon­
ders, and the White House's inabil­
ity to grasp quickly the dev.istation 
of the Aug. 29 storm hiiulered relief
to the Gulf (a).ist, investigau)rs s,iy.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald 
should investigate Vice l^resident 
1 )ick C'heney and others in the 
C.IA leak probe if they authorized 
an aide to give secret information 
to reporters, 1 )emocratic and 
Republican senators said Suml.iy. 
Sen. jack Reed, I>-IL.I., called the 
leak of intelligence information 
“imippRipriate” if it is true that 
unnamed "superiors" instructed 
(dieney’s former chief of staff, 1. 
Lewis “Scooter" Libby, to divulge
the material on Ir.iq,
• • •
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
Pmsecutors and defense Liwyers in 
the death penalty trial of Zacarias 
Moussaoui are searching for the 
perfect jury, poring through hun­
dreds of questionnaires fmm poten­
tial jimirs and looking for clues to 
their perceptions of the case, jury 
selection will be particularly diffi­
cult for the defense. The team must 
find an unbiased panel for a man 
who prosecutors s.iy could have 
prevented the Sept. 11 attacks on 
the World Trade CY-nter and the 
Pentagon,just a few miles fToiii the 
courthouse where the trial takes 
place.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — A
major storm slammed the mid- 
Atlantic and Northeast states on 
Sunday with nearly 2 feet of 
wiiulbUiwn snow, nearing record 
levels as it blacked out thousands 
of customers and shut down air 
travel fniiti Washington to Boston. 
Wind giisting .is high as bO mph 
blew the snow sideways and 
threatened coastal flooding in 
New England. And m a rare dis­
play. lightning lit up the falling 
snow before d.iwn 111 the New 
York and IMiiladelphia are.is.
Cheney accidentally shoots fellow hunter in Texas
Nedra Pickier
ASSO( lAll l) I’KISS
WASHINGTON — Vice 
President Dick (.iheiiey accidentally 
shot and woundeii a companion 
during a weekend quail hunting trip 
111 Texas, spraying the fellow hunter 
111 the face and chest with shotgun 
pellets.
Harry Whittington, a millionaire 
.itttirney from Austin, was '.ilert and 
doing fine" in .1 t'orpus (.'hristi hos­
pital Sundav after he was shot by 
Gheney tin a r.mch m south Texas, 
said Katharine Armstrong, the prop- 
ertv's owner.
1 le w as described as m stable 
condition by Yvonne Wheeler, 
spokeswoman for the Ghristus 
Spohn Health System 111 (iorpus 
Cdiristi.
Armstrong in an interview with 
The Associated Press said 
Whittington. 7H, was mostly injured 
on his right side, with the pellets 
hitting his cheek, neck and chest 
during the incident which occurred 
late afternoon on Saturd.iy
She said emergency personnel 
traveling with Gheney tended tt) 
Whittington until the ambulance 
arrived.
Cdieney’s spokeswoman. Lea 
Anne McBride, said the vice presi­
dent was with Whittington and his 
wife at the hospital on Sunday.
The shooting was first reported 
by the C'orpus (Miristi CLiller- 
Times. Fhe vice president's ofTice 
did not disclose the accident until 
nearly 24 hours after it happened.
Armstnmg said she was watching 
from a car while Gheney, 
Whittington and aimther hunter 
got out of the vehicle to shoot at a 
covey of quail.
Whittington shot a bird and went 
to look for It in the tall grass, while 
(dienev and the third hunter walked
■Assoi lAi I I) I’Riss 1 IIr m o l o
Vice President Dick Cheney, center, accepts a rifle from National Rifle 
Association President Kayne Robinson, right, and NRA Vice President 
Wayne R. LaPierre, after concluding his keynote address to the 133rd 
annuani NRA convention in this April 17, 2004 file photo.
Armstrong. owner of the 
Armstrong Ranch w here the .icci- 
ilent occurred, s.ud Whittington 
w.P bleeding aiul (dienes w.is \-er\ 
apologetu
■‘It broke the skin," nIh* v.iid of 
the Nholgun pellets. "It knocked 
him sillv. But he was fine. He w.o 
t.ilkmg. His eyes were open. It dul- 
11 t get 111 his es’es s)r .instiling like 
tli.it.'
■dortun.itely. the sice president 
has got a lot of medical people 
.irouiid him aiul so thes ssere right 
there and probably more cautious 
th.m sse ssould h.ise been," she 
said. " Fhe vice president h.is got an 
ambulance on call, so the ambu­
lance came."
tdieney is an avitl hunter svho 
makes annual hunting trips to 
South Dakota to hunt pheasants. 
He also travels frequently to 
Arkansas to hunt ducks.
Armstrong said (dieiiey is a 
longtime friend who comes to the 
ranch to hunt about once a year 
and is “a very safe sportsman." She 
said Whittington is a regular, too, 
but she thought it was the first time
This is stimething that happens 
from time to time. You now, I’ve 
been peppered pretty well myself,” 
said Armstrong.
to another spot and discovered a Texas Funeral Service Cdimimssion. 
second covey. Whittington owns property in
Whittington "came up from Travis Gounty worth at le.ist $1 1 niil- 
behind the vice president and the lion, the Austin American-Statesman together.
O t h e r  hunter and didn't signal them reported last year, not counting a 
or indicate to them or announce downtown block at the center of a 
himself,” Armstrong said. long-running dispute with the city
"The vice president didn’t see over a condemnation issue, 
him," she continued. “The covey 
flushed and the vice president 
picked out a bird and w.is following 
it and shot. And by god, Harry was 
in the line of fire and got peppered 
pretty gotid."
Whittington has been a private 
practice attorney in Austin since 
I'LSn and has long been active in 
Texas Republican politics. He’s 
been appointed to several st.ite 
boards, including when then-(iov.
George W. Bush named him to the
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Fantastic ocean views!
Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus 
visit: www.skydlvasantabarbara.com or call 805-740-9099
$tS9
wHh student Id
Featuring "ELIZABETHTOWN"
Tuesday. Feb. 14
8;1S p.m in Chumash Auditorium • FREE
This week's niovie a romantic coiAedy/drama stamng Orlando Bloom 
and Kirsten Dunst, is a charming, Riusic-niled journey that proves that 
amazing things can happen M ien  you least expect them Seating is 
first come, first served
UU G A L L E R Y
Featuring "CRAFT CENTER SHOWCASE"
Last day of the show is Wednesday. Feb. 15
The show features art created by talented employees and patrons of 
the ASI Craft (Senter. The free exhibit, on display through Wednesday, 
IS open 8 a m. • 6 p.m. Monday through Friday p  the UL) Epicenter.
Kona s Deli
Home of the Surfin Sandwich!
Uoted Best SLO Sandwich 
Runner Up by New Times 
and #1 in January 2005*s  ^
Mustane Daily! \
pse to campus! v
E. FoothiN «ud. Ste. 1 ’
Store Hoofs
Mon-Sat 10:30 •i»m . ^
C O N C E R T
AVENGED SEVENFOLD and CKY, live in concert 
Wednesday. Feb 15
Show at 7:30 p.m., doors open at 6:30 p.m. • in the Rec Center
Advance tickets are on sale at all Vallitix outlets including the 
Mustang Ticket Office and vallitix com for S20 plus handling fees 
Tickefs can be purchased on the day of the show for $22 p'us 
handling fees
UU H O U R
Featuring AMBOY DUKES rock n' roll
Thursday, Feb 16
11 - noon in the UU Plaza ■ FREE
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Huruera St Suite H • SLO 
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In Flames scorches 
w ith ‘C om e C larity’
Bill Hugel
III! 1AN11.KN (OHIO M A H. U.)
COLUMBUS. Ohio — 
Experimentation has always been a 
major part ot In Flames’ sound.
Along with fellow countrymen At 
the Ciates, Hypocrisy and Dark 
Tranquillitv', Swedish death metallers 
In Flames have developed a hugely 
intluential style that combines the 
aggression of death metal with the 
melodic sensibilities of bands like 
Iron Maiden and Dio. Dubbed the 
“C'lOthenberg sound,” after the city 
those bands call home, has been 
cited by such “Headbanger’s Ball” 
favorites as Killswitch Engage and 
Shadows Fall as a major intluence.
Perhaps the first thing that a lis­
tener will notice about “C'.ome 
CMarity” is the production.The gui­
tars are thick and crushing, the 
drums are crisp and powerful.
Iwers’ bass is positively throbbing
and Friden’s vocals, whether it is his 
high-pitched scream or his actual 
singing, are clear and, for the most 
part, intelligible. Producer Daniel 
Bergstrand does a great job reigning 
in the controlled chaos of their 
aggressive parts, while giving their 
softer, more introspective moments 
room to breathe, and everything 
can be heard in the mix.
The next thing fans will notice is 
the welcome return of what made In 
Flames great in the first place:
(iiiitars, pure and simple. After the 
keyboard-infused “Stnmdtrack To 
Your Escape,” the guitars are thick, 
snarling and at the forefront both 
rhythmically and melodically. Clelotte 
and Stromblad move effortlessly from 
clean finger-picked passages to fero­
cious rifts and harmonized leads to 
soaring, fluid solos, and manage to 
make it all sound easy.
Svensson and Iwers do an
see Flames, page 7
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TOP 10 THINGS TO DO THIS WC:ET
1
R O C K  o u t w ith  local indie musicians T h e  A ttractives , and W ash in g to n  D .C .  
psychadelic rockers  D ead  M e a d o w  M onday  at D o w n to w n  B rew . T h e  show  starts at 
8 p .m . T ickets  a re  $ 8  a t B oo Boo R ecords, and $ 1 0  a t th e  d o o r.
0 2 /
1 3
: ' ; 2  ' ■
R E P O R T  to  ro o m  BOS in the science building to  hear a ta lk  by A ra b  journa lis t Khaled  
A bu T o a m e h , sen io r e d ito r  o f Palestinian affairs fo r  the  Jerusalem  Post, N B C  N e w s , 
and US N e w s  and W o r ld  R ep o rt. H e  w ill speak M onday at 8  p.m.
1 0 2 Ì
1
3
C H E C K  o u t professors fro m  th e  Cal Poly English D e p a rtm e n t reading lo v e -th e m e d  
p o e try  a t M o nday  7:30 p.m . in th e  business building ro tu n d a  (ro o m  2 1 3 ).
0 2 /
1 3
T A K E  a date  to  e a t a t th e  n e w  location  o f C h o w  N o v o  on Palm S tre e t across fro m  
th e  parking garage. H appy V a len tin e ’s Day!
0 2 /  
Î 4  .
5
L IS T E N  to  th e  sm ooth  lyrics o f th e  n ew  Beth O r to n  album , “ C o m fo r t  o f S trangers,” 
released on Feb. 7th .
¿ 2 /
1 4
7
C A T C H  co u n try  legend G e o rg e  Jones p e rfo rm  in H arm an  Hall in th e  P A C  on  
W ed n es d a y  at 7 :30  p.m. This is a n o th e r co u n try  c o n c e rt if you missed Randy N e w m a n  
in th e  P A C  on Feb. 11.
B R IN G  a bag to  hold fresh vegetables, fruits, o r  flo w ers  purchased at F a rm e r’s 
M a rk e t on Thursday evening.
0 2 /
1 6
L A Y  back w h ile  w atching Steve M a rtin  in "T h e  Pink P an ther,” playing a t Sunset 
D riv e -In  at 7 p.m.
9 J IV E  to  th e  tunes o f swing on Saturday nights a t th e  M adonna Inn.
G O T  any hilarious observations o r  serious queries w ith  drinking culture? Subm it 
! ^ 00  w o rd s  fo r  a V e lv e t R ope. D iv e rs io n ’s 21 + co lum n, to  
m ustangdailyd iversions@ gm ail.com .
T'. , ’
If  you know  of o r are hosting an upcoming event and 
w ^nt it  covered in B illbored, send th e  details to  
flilB tangdailydiversions@ gm ail.com  a t least a w eek  
in advance.
P 0 Ï4 1
P o e t n j ißmit  youì ìì i i isti 'ì pieces to 
mustaricjäli iCydivershoi.s i^ i ] i i il ì iLcoìu
D iversions
Diversions editor: M;iriecar Mendoza*
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Panther’s meow more like yawn
Ryan Chartrand
MUSI ANC; DAIIY
It’s amazing to think that there 
are a whopping 10 “The Ihnk 
Panther” films. It’s even more 
amazing to think that Steve Martin 
thought “C'heaper by the 1 )ozen 
2” was a good idea. With his career 
dwindling down and his hair still 
making his age as ambiguous as 
ever, Martin decided to take on 
the role of Inspector Jacques 
Cdouseau, the most moronic and 
ridiculous detective in all of 
France, in “The Pink Panther.”
The ceremonial number 10 in 
the series is filled with repeated 
brainless and mediocre humor, a 
murder case that a high school stu­
dent could have written with only 
a few worthy laugh-out-loud 
moments. One more nail in the 
colfin of Martin’s career.
For those who know nothing 
about “The Pink Panther” aside 
from its catchy theme song. 
Inspector Cdouseau is easily the 
worst detective known to man even 
though he, like all comical detec­
tives in Flollywood, always ends up 
solving his cases.
Each case revolves around the 
theft of a world-renowned diamond 
called “The Pink Panther.” Cdouseau 
is hired this time around to solve a 
murder case involving a soccer play­
er who just so happens to own the 
one and only “Pink Panther,” which 
disappears after his death. Add 
lleyonce Knowles and her on-screen 
radiance,Viagra jokes and the bril­
liant director known for “Cdieaper 
by the Dozen,” and you have a pop 
culture-filled millennium version of 
a once brilliant comedy. The end 
result of Cdouseau’s case is unfortu­
nately no more than a sigh of medi­
ocrity covered in childish humor.
Martin does deserve some praise 
for his pertbrmance as Clouseau, 
mastering the accent and the ability 
to be oblivious to stupidity. After 
all, when was the last time Martin 
was given the chance to play such a 
ridiculous role and be given the 
opportunity to be inventive again?
Martin fans will easily recognize 
this refreshing creativity that he 
should have lost in his last slew of 
films. Martin co-wrote the screen­
play, however, and it’s surprising to 
see how terribly written some of 
the scenes are. The theater would 
fall deathly silent when it was obvi­
ous Martin was trying to make a 
joke.
Thankfully. American moviegoers 
proved themselves brilliant once 
again by falling out of their seats 
whenever a person was accidentally 
injured on screen.Yes, Martin plays 
dumb with the crowd and instead 
of only keeping Clouseau as the 
true idiot, he spreads it througluiut 
poorly written “comical” scenes 
that usually don’t wt>rk.
It’s also nice to see Kevin Kline, 
who has been under the radar since 
“De-Lovely,” is truly pushing the 
envelope in “The Pink Panther” 
with more depressing acting.
Beyonce, who seems to be 
obsessed with being in detective 
films, sings and looks sexy. Any sur­
prises yet? The film includes a dozen 
dirterent takes on the famous “Pink 
Panther” theme song — ah, 1 sup­
pose that's not very surprising either.
For those who fell in love with 
the Peter Sellers version of 
Inspector (douseau, Martin’s perfor­
mance in the latest installment is no 
more than a childish imitation at
w .
. r?
co i 'R i i sY  m o r o
'The Pink Panther’ hit the screens Feb. 10 and reeled in $21.7 million in its first night, climbing over other 
new releases at the box office such as ‘Final Destination 3’ and ‘Curious George.’
times. Sure, Martin can never be 
Sellers and Sellers certainly can't 
ever be Martin. Hut both actors 
bring different elements to the 
ridiculous hysterical character 
known as Cdouseau and both have 
the ability to make you laugh a little 
whether you want to or not. In the 
end, however, determining if Martin 
plays a better (douseau than Sellers
is like future critics deciding if 
Frankie Muniz pkiys a better Austin 
Powers than Mike Myers (hopefully 
this never happens in the first 
place); there’s just no point to it.
What really matters is the come­
dy, and Martin delivers it on a min­
imally pleasing scale. Whether it’s 
the verbal hilarity’ (“I vwould laike 
toil biHiy a dhamburgar”) or the
ridiculously idiotic statements, 
moviegoers dying to see Clouseau 
for over a decade are sure to be 
pleased in some form or another.
For those who protest remakes of 
classic films or find P(i comedy 
incapable of turning that fmwn 
upside down, “The Pink Panther” 
will sound less like a “meow” and 
more like a “vawn” this time around.
Flames
continued from page 6
admirable job keeping time, with Svensson’s 
drumming combining driving rhythms and 
tasteful fills, with occasional fits of double- 
bass fury (see “Pacing Death’s Trail”).
“C?onie (darity”  also sees the continued 
use of Friden’s clean vocals, long a bone of 
contention among the band’s longtime tans. 
While they may be good enough to offer 
brief moments of respite from the constant 
barrage of screanimg, down-tuned guitars 
and pounding drums, they really are not 
good enough to carry a song, and they aren’t 
used all that sparingly. 1 )espite its prevalence, 
Friden’s slightly off-key warble seems a lot 
more controlled and confident this time 
around, and offers a good counterpoint to his 
usual screaming style.
The album contains some of In Flames’ 
best songwriting to date, and showcases their 
ability to rapidly switch gears niusically 
between aggression and melody without 
missing a step. Rest assured, there are a lot of 
great air-guitar moments and sing-screatn- 
alotig choruses.
Opener “Tike This Life” literally explodes 
out of the speakers and grabs the listener’s 
throat with thrashy, galloping riffs that open 
into a melodic chorus that becomes instantly 
memorable — making what is sure to 
become a staple of their live set. “Reflect the 
Storm” is almost a polar opposite, with its 
slow tempo and multi-tracked vocals during 
the chorus creating a mournful, almost bal­
lad-like quality. .’.............. .......................’. . .
COI RIKSY moio
The inclusion of clean, female vocals on 
“Dead End” is a new iucIuníoii for the In 
Flames canon. Even though it has been done 
several times before by other bands, the jux­
taposition of Lisa Miskovsky’s guest vocals 
(think Cdiristiiia Scabbia of Lacuna CTiil) 
with Friden’s harsh screams is still surprising­
ly effective. The title track starts with folky, 
acoustic guitars that lead to a bombastic cho­
rus and eventually a soaring solo. It is on this 
song that Friden’s whiny, clean vocals really 
seem to hurt the song instead of strength'en 
,U..There até.'4 fe.w toa uuny cracks, aispeeially.
during the verses, that are really distracting 
and more screaming probably would h.ive 
really made it great. Despite this complaint, it 
is still one of the best songs on the album.
“Come C.larity” closes with the experi­
mental “Your Bedtime Story is Scaring 
Everyone,” in which the first four minutes 
consist of ambient keyboards and electronic 
noises which erupt into chugging guitars and 
heartfelt screams before going as quiet as a
long, with most of the other tracks clocking 
in at the three to four minute range. It would 
have been nice if some of the more progres­
sive elements had been further explored. As 
IS,  most of the songs are extremely stream­
lined, but leaves the listener wanting more 
once the album is finished.
Other than those minor complaints, 
“(?ome Cdarity” is a quality album from one 
of Sweden’s best. It offers a great view of the 
ever-changing entity that is In Flames, con­
taining elements that span their entire career, 
fmm folky, acoustic guitars and kickass har­
monized leads to some keyboards; from deep 
death growls to beautiful female vocals. Fhat, 
combined with the consistent strength of the 
material — except for “Scream.” which is just 
silly — means “Gome Cdarity” should attract 
new fans with its accessibility without alien­
ating the ones that have been with them for 
over ten years.
Is it the second coming of “The Jester 
Race”? No, but for what it is, it’s really good. 
Fans that m.iy have given up on In Flames 
after their last two albums should do them­
selves a favor and check this one out. It may 
renew their faith.
Sure, perhaps they rely too much on 
catchy choruses instead of their guitar work 
for their hooks, but even the most jaded met- 
alhead can’t deny the strength of the song­
writing. which makes the songs stick in your 
head worse than ‘Sds new wave. But don't 
worry, there’s more than enough metal to 
incite head-banging and horn-throwing, not 
to nu'iition offer a reiJundeT that the fmzenwhisper ag.iin. While this lesson in dynamics 
provides for an interesting lisfcn.’i'tis the only.'.’uiiuli-a of Scandinavia, is still a hotbed for 
.song.txn the .ilbuni that is over five minutes'.*,*4*ga*a't metal.
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Smoking to lose weight proves 
not to be worth the risks
Majigie Fincel
S I r i  KV Kl HM 1 (l . M M l I KY)
LEXlNi'.TON. Kv. — Looking 
ro lose a k*\v poiiiulsr A surprising 
rend shows that instead ot heaiiing 
tlie gym, voting people are inak - 
.lui their w.iy tt) tlie nearest gas sta- 
lon t<i slim up. Nti, It's not some 
K-w wonder-pill meant to instantly 
mini aw.iy the pouiuls; it's tiotui. 
Kl-tashioned nietitme. “ “ “
report trom Harvard 
Medical Sehoeil m an 
( )etober l ‘>‘b> issue t)f 
I’ediatries said that girls and 
hoys .is young as years old 
take up snuiking in an 
attempt to lose weight. More 
than 1 -T percent of to 14- 
year-old kids have smoked at 
least once, and getting slim is a 
prime motivator.
Hut does it work?
Dr. David Mannino, a pulmonary 
physician at UK, helped shesl light 
on the smoky subject.
“It is a common misperception,” 
he said. “It isn’t a sure thing; the 
effects vary from person to person. 
A lot of my tobaccos using patients 
are actu Jly overweight.”
For some, the nicotine in ciga­
rettes contains an appetite suppres­
sant that affects their metabolic rate, 
or the rate that you burn off calo­
ries. riiis ni.iy or ni.iy not lead the 
Ninoker to a trimmer figure. The
problem is, the weight that is lost is 
overshadowed bv weight gamed 
i.iter on.
“One thing we do know for sure 
is th.it patients who are successful in 
s|uitting face gaining more weight 
back than wh.it they had before 
they started.” .Mannino said.
While this catch-22 mav seem 
worthwhile to some tor the short
It is a common 
misconception iind (losing 
weight) isn’t a sure thing.
Dr. David Mannino
pulmonary  physician at the U. o f  Kentucky
term benefits, consider this — in 
turn for shedding an inch or two 
you'll gain much more in return 
including yellow teeth, smelly 
clothes, a steadily depleting bank 
account and, in worst cases, cancer.
Mannino partially blames the 
advertising tactics used by smoking 
companies aiming for insecure tar­
gets.
“ In the past, companies like 
Lucky Strike used campaigns 
claiming to help women stay trim,” 
he said.
Mandy Mastin, a smoking 
University of Kentucky freshman, 
has also heard of the cigarette diet
■T '
Hey ladies, buy one make-up item, 
get one 1/2 off!
Clothing Sale: 30% off!
(Through Friday, Feb. 17th)
All $65 Signature Lush Facial Treatments Include:
Cleansing
Steaming
Extractions
Glycolic Peel or Microdermabrasion ($15 extra for
both)
Custom Mask 
Hand and Arm Massage
^  EXPECT TO GLOW!!! Your skin will look amazing...
WAXING AVAILABLE 
Eyebrows $15 Extended Bikini $35-40 
Face $15-25 Brazilian $45-55 
Lip $10 ($5 with brows) Half Leg $40-45 
Bikini $30 Full Leg $60-65
Lash/Brow Tinting $25
All treatments are donr with top of the line products Our estheticians are very 
skilled r, the services offered We hope you enioy your service and look forward
to contir ually serx'ing you
785 hTiarsh Street. San Luat» Cbispo. CA 9^401 « 544-LUSH
rrend but didn’t notice ,i change 
herself
“ I’ve heard that from a few 
places, but I doubt it really works,” 
she said. “I do have friends though 
w ho smoke and are afraid of quit- 
:ing because they don’t want to
gain weight.”
If you fall into that category,
don't stress; there is hope for those 
who seek it. Fadyia
Mohammed, a second-year 
grad student at UK and per­
sonal trainer at the Johnstin 
C\‘iuer. says that you can
beat the pounds if you are 
serious about quitting.
“ D e f i n i t e I y,” Mohammed 
said. “The nicotine with­
drawal really lasts a few days 
itself, and after that it’s more 
of a fight against the mental oral 
fixation. A lot of people try to sat­
isfy that w ith food, and that’s when 
their trouble starts.”
Taming the scale and acquiring 
good health isn’t easy requiring a 
level of dedication and willpower 
unbeknownst to most students. 
While hitting up the smokes may 
seem like a dream come true, the 
cons outlandishly outweigh the 
pros. Losing weight the right way 
is as simple as understanding good 
old fashioned hard work. So rather 
than lighting up your butt, iiuybe 
you should try getting off it 
instead.
Sending men to M ars 
highly possible, speaker says
Keith Brooks
KINIU KY Kl RNll, (U. KINIU KY)
LF:XIN(HC')N. Ky. — Not only is 
it highly possible to send men to the 
Ked IManet — we are closer than 
ever, according to Kobert Zubnn. 
Zubrin. president and owner of 
I’ioneer Astronautics, a rese.irch and 
s|\icecraft technology company 
spoke about his proposals hir sending 
people to Mars Feb. ‘f at the 
University of Kentucky. Fhis marks 
the first convocation of a three-part 
series called “Theoretical T hursd.iys.” 
all hosted by the .Student Activities 
Hoard.
Zubrin spoke about several plans 
and spacecrafts tiptimi/ed to perform 
various exploratory tasks. One of 
those included his description of a 
spaceship called, “AKF.S,” a vehicle 
capable of lifting 120 tons into the 
lower orbit of Mars. Zubrin said that 
sending massive spacecrafts is the least 
important aspect of implementation.
“Just lift and throw and shoot it 
out there,” Zubrin said. “That’s how 
we can do space missions in the real 
w'orld.”
Zubrin described a five-year plan 
called the “Mars Direct Mission 
Sequence,” which included practical 
and informative details about send­
ing a series of spaceships to the 
Martian landscape. Along with spec­
ified diagrams, Zubrin explained 
that the spacecraft would include 
“Earth Keturti Vehicles” that would 
acquire O.S percent of their fuel from 
Mars’ atmosphere and arrive to the 
planet before astronauts would reach 
the surface.
“The fact is b.isically it’s not 
hard,” Zubrin said.“ It’s l')th century 
cheiiiistrv.”
Research finds excessive 
drinking m ay lead to cancer
MV'**«» «V ^
V- • ■ T ’ ^  ' - ‘ "'V \
Ryan Watkins
T t (  MNK'I.SN (N.C. SIATE)
RALEIC'.H, N.C. — Last week, 
results of research done by the 
International Agency for Research 
on Ciancer was released to the pub­
lic. stating that too much drinking 
raises the risk of certain types of 
cancer, including mouth, larynx, 
esophagus, liver, colon and breast. 
This is just another example of 
how things done in excess can lead 
to harmful side effects.
The study done by the I ARC! 
showed many believe total absti­
nence from drinking would solve 
this problem, but that is not the 
case. Other research done over the 
years has prtiveti that when done 
moderately, drinking can help 
combat and even prevent the risks 
of catihovascular diseases.
i.ots of things that we do in life 
can be gootl or bad basi il (an how 
much we use them, t hns \ustin 
the assist.lilt diicator v»f Health 
i’roinotion n Nertii ( arohna State 
Lhiiversitw iid ‘ ;f we ,ibu;e them, 
t'lai IS win re tin. pr-. hlem lie
■Xcc'Jtdiiig to th- World He.dth 
Orgam/ation. \ - nc car 
ilc;h..l v-". liie , use ot dr.it*' of 
iS.S.iMH: ti'i'ii 'I'.! i..' '1(1(1 'Muiicn
.11 developed (aiiioirs > iowever. 
in ihlit ai.iii-' sea; l,i Ohof prevent­
ed the deatns >1 ’ >,i(i() men and
Zubrin said that the first part of ( 
the spacecraft would be sent to 
Mars’s surface, followed by a series 
of smaller aircrafts every two wars.
If the craft were to be sent, Zubrin 
said, the expedition would take one 
year. Zubrin also spoke about the 
eviilence ot life on Mars, a notion 
that h.is prompteil recent theories 
about past ,nid possible life on 
Mars.
■‘ There were.rivers on Mars.” he 
s.iid. “Recent probes have found 
dried-up rivers, dried-up lakes. 
Mars had a l.irge quantity of water 
for about .S billion years.”
Zubrin also iioteti that it is pos­
sible that microbes exist w ithin one j 
kilometer in Mars’ crust. I
“Finding the biochemic.il diver­
sity is why It’s important,” said , 
Zubrin. “ If we can go to Mars and ; 
figure out how to use these ( 
resources, we can make Mars habit­
able.”
The “Mars Direct Mission 
Sequence” plan proposed by 
Zubrin last night would cost $40 
billion over 20 years, which is I.S 
percent of NASA’s current budget.
“This is something we can afford 
to do,” he said.
Mitch Schwartz, a telecommuni­
cations sophomore, is also encour­
aged about the project. He believed 
it could develop within the future.
“ I’m sure, even if there are com­
plications, it could be done within 
2.S years,” Schwartz said.
Zubrin remains optimistic about 
the goal of reaching Mars within 
our lifetime, despite the challenges 
ahead.
“Nothing great has ever been 
accomplished without courage.” he 
said.
277,000 women.
“Everything causes cancer in 
excess,” Matthew Veety, a senior in 
electrical and computer engineer­
ing, said.“People just need to learn 
to drink responsibly. Moderation is 
the important key.”
Even the American Fleart 
Association does not have a con­
crete answer other than drinking 
excessively will cause negative 
effects to one’s health. Yet at the 
same time they admit drinking 
does have some positive side 
effects.
\cKirding to the AHA website, 
all (ihol or some substances sui h as 
resvei.itrol found m alcoholu bev­
erages ni.iy prevent platelets m the 
blood Irom sticking toeether 1 hat 
ni.iv reduce clot forni.itioii ,uid 
reduce the risk of he.irt attack or 
(trike
“ For some people, there are 
indeed some benefits of using lie" 
hoi but like w ith am thing - Isi 
there iie ome erv important 
yuulehiies.’ \usiiu -.ud, ‘ Hut 
s'ou re under '1 oi: iti 1 should 
not ell ink t ill."
Hoth th(' A FI 4 ,iief the 'AKi 
rci oiniiieiK! ' .lOning how 'lun b
YOU di 'ik A' lie the subst eic 
:n i‘.fe .ilcoi'o. .i\ h.ive sie fudi, 
beneti t - , .  (f..; ,,h ;m o e n e f u s  ■ . n  
obt.-HH'd iron- regular ix to i . i  
.11 1 e'lxlnir to ,\I1A.
I
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International
briefs
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Shiite lawmakers chose incum­
bent Ibrahim al-Jaafari to be Iraq’s 
new prime minister Sunday even 
though his current government 
has been criticized for not dealing 
effectively with the Sunni-led 
insurgency or rebuilding the 
nation’s crumbling infrastructure. 
Kurdish leaders e.xpressed con­
cern over the Shiite choice, which 
marks a key step in forming a 
government nearly two months
after national elections.
•  •  •
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran 
on Sunday rejected U.S. and 
Danish accusations that the gov­
ernment had mtlamed and 
encouraged last week’s violent 
protests against Western embassies 
in Tehran over caricatures of 
Islam’s Prophet Muhammad and 
demanded an apology. Foreign 
Ministry’ spokesman Hamid Reza 
Asefi singled out comments by 
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice and said Denmark should 
apologize to help calm the furor 
that has erupted over the images 
that first appeared in a Danish 
newspaper four months ago.
•  •  •
TU R IN , Italy (AP) —
Michelle Kwan’s decade-long 
quest for Olympic gold came to a 
sorrowful end Sunday when she 
withdrew because of an injury, 
taking the biggest name out of the 
Turin Games.
Kwan cut short her first prac­
tice of the games the day before 
after straining a groin muscle, and 
the injury worsened as the day 
wore on. She withdrew after Dr. 
Jim Moeller evaluated her early 
Sunday morning and recom­
mended she not continue.
• • •
MOSCOW (AP) — Finance 
ministers fixim the world’s richest 
nations focused on energy sup­
plies and the effect of high oil 
prices on the global economy at a 
meeting Saturday hosted by ener­
gy giant Russia.
Russia’s economy has been 
buoyed by high oil prices. But a 
recent gas dispute with Ukraine 
raised concerns about Moscow’s 
reliability as an energs- supplier 
and threatened to overshadow the 
Group of Eight meeting.
Despite the tensions, a blue­
print for the St. Petersburg sum­
mit of the Ci-H heads of state in 
July appeared to have been firmly 
put m place.
• • •
JERUSALEM (AP) - Doctors 
removed nearly 2 feet of Ariel 
Sharon’s large intestines Saturday 
during emergency surgery, his 
seventh operation since sutleriiig 
a debilitating stmke last month.
Surgeons managed to stabilize 
the comatose Israeli prime minis­
ter after initially fearing for his 
life, but the latest complication 
makes it even more unlikely he 
will recover.
Israelis closely followed their 
77-year-old leader’s latest ordeal, 
with TV stations repeatedly 
breaking into regular pnagram- 
ming for updates, but the country 
already has come to terms with 
his departure from politics.
Iran reaffirms œmpliance with nuclear arms control treaty
Nasser Karimi
ASSOCIATED PRESS
TEHRAN, Iran — Iran reaffirmed 
its commitment to a nuclear arms 
control treaty Sunday and urged a 
peaceful solution to the international 
crisis over concerns it is seeking to 
develop atomic weapons, a day after 
its hard-line president issued a veiled 
threat to withdraw from the pact.
Inspectors from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency, meanwhile, 
began a mission to Iran to learn just 
what controls remain on nuclear sites 
and equipment after Tehran ended all 
but minimum ctioperation with the 
U.N. nuclear watchdog agency.
in Vienna. Austria, a diplomat told 
The Associated Press Saturd.iy that 
some International Atomic Energy 
Agency seals and cameras had been 
removed from Iranian nuclear sites 
within the last few days, suggesting 
that happened without IAEA super­
vision. But others familiar with the 
probe said they doubted the Iranians 
would make such a move before the 
arrival of the inspectors, which 
occurred over the weekend.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Hamid Reza Asefi said Iran would 
cooperate with the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty and the safe­
guards It provides.
“We are still committed to the 
provisions of the NPT. But we can’t 
accept its use as a (political) instru­
ment,’’ Asefi said at a weekly news 
conference.
On Saturday, President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad rejected U.S. and 
Eimjpean pressure to resume a freeze
a t o m i c
■ N iS R O Y  
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the country’s nuclear program and 
hinted that Iran might withdraw 
from the treaty.
“The nuclear policy of the Islamic 
Republic so far has been peaceful. 
Until now, we have worked inside the 
agency (IAEA) and the NPT regula­
tions,’’ he said in a speech before tens 
of thousands of Iranians marking the 
27th anniversary of the Islamic 
Revolution.
“If we see you want to violate the 
right of the Iranian people by using 
those regulations (against us), you 
should know that the Iranian people 
will revise its policies,’’ he said.
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice warned that such a move by 
Iran “would only deepen their own 
isolation,’’ citing a recent IAEA deci­
sion to report the country to the 
U.N. Security C'ouncil, which could 
impose sanctions, after months of
fiiiled talks between the Iranians and 
European negotiators.
“The really remarkable thing over 
the last several months is that there’s 
really now' a tremendous coalition of 
countries that are saying exactly the 
same thing to Iran,’’ she said Sunday 
on ABC:’s “This Week.”
“And so, the Iranians now need to 
step back, look at w'here they are, see 
that they’re isolated on this issue, and 
return to a state in which they 
would ... get back into good graces 
with the IAEA, and get back into 
negotiations with those who are 
prepared to offer them a course for 
civil nuclear power,” she said.
Tehran repeatedly has stressed the 
nuclear arms control treaty allows it to 
pursue a nuclear program for peaceful 
purposes and it has said it will never 
give up the right to enrich uranium 
to produce nuclear fuel. The U.S. and
Thousands of 
Iranians listen 
to the speech 
of Iranian 
President 
Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad, 
unseen, in a 
ceremony 
marking the 
27th anniver­
sary of Iran’s 
Islamic 
Revolution at 
the Azadi 
(Freedom) Sq. 
in Tehran,
Iran on 
Saturday.
ASSCKaAI Fl) I’RESS
its Eumpean allies believe Iran is seek­
ing to develop atomic weapons.
Uranium enriched to a low 
degree can be used for nuclear reac­
tors, while highly enriched uranium 
is suitable for warheads.
North Korea — the world’s other 
major proliferation concern — quit 
the NPT in January 2003, just a few 
months before U.S. officials 
announced that Pyongy'ang had told 
them it had nuclear weapons and 
may test, export or use them 
depending on U.S. actions.
The Iranian Foreign Ministry 
spokesman urged the IAEA and the 
Europeans to keep open diplomatic 
channels.
“The agency and other parties 
should not block roads to Islamic 
Republic of Iran and should solve 
the case in the framework of the 
regulations,” Asefi said.
Hamas says delegation will head to Moscow at end o f month
Josef Federman
ASStX lATEI) PRESS
JERUSALEM — Hamas militants 
confirmed Saturday they plan to trav­
el to Moscow this month for talks 
with President Vladimir Putin, a trip 
that has enraged Israeli leaders, who 
fear the international community’s 
resolve to shun the Islamic group is 
weakening.
Hamas said it does not expect 
Russia to imptjse any conditions on 
the group, despite U.S. calls for 
Moscow to send a clear message that 
Hamas halt attacks on Israel and rec­
ognize the Jewish state.
“We are going to present our posi­
tions ... abs>ut the political develop­
ments and issues n*lated to the rights 
of our people.” said Sami Abu Zuhri, 
a Hamas spokesman in Gaza. “Russia 
will listen to Hamas and Hamas will 
listen to Russia.”
Also Saturday, a shadowy 
Palestinian militant group released an 
Egyptian diplomat who was kid­
napped earlier in the week, while 
Israeli aircraft pounded suspected 
rocket-launching targets in northern 
Gaza. No injuries were reported in 
the attacks.
Putin extended the invitation to 
Hamas on Thursday following its 
sweeping victory in last month’s 
Palestinian legislative elections. The 
militant group, which remains com­
mitted to Israel’s destruction and has 
been branded a terrorist organization 
by the United States and Eumpe, is 
fKiised to form a new Palestinian gov­
ernment in the coming weeks.
Although Palestinian President 
Mahmoud Abbas will remain in 
power, his Fatah Party will now be a
minority in the Palestinian legislature.
Israel has urged the world to isolate 
the militants until they change their 
violent ways.
The United States also reacted 
coolly to the Russian invitation, 
although officials conceded there is 
nothing they can do to stop the meet­
ing. Secretars' of State Condoleezza 
Rice on Friday urged Rus.sia to send 
a strong message to Hamas to halt its 
violence.
Russia and the United States, along 
with the European Union and United 
Nations, make up the so-called 
Quartet of Mideast peace negotiators. 
The Quartet, the main backer of the 
“n>ad map” peace plan, has called on 
Hamas to renounce violence and rec- 
t>gnize Israel.
Israeli C'abinet minister Meir 
Sheetrit on Fridav accused Putin of 
“stabbing Israel in the back.” Further 
upsetting Israel, France h.is come out 
in support of Russia.
In Moscow, the Russian Foreign 
Ministiy defended Putin’s decision, 
saying a dialogue with Hamas must be 
started immediately to get the 
Mideast peace process back on track.
“The. Russian side is convinced 
that in the interests of guaranteeing 
pnwpects for restoring the pmcess of a 
Palestinian-lsraeli settlement on the 
basis of the ‘road map,’ it is necessary 
not to drag out the beginning of talks 
with Hamas.” the ministry said.
Although an official date for the 
visit to Russia has not been set, Abu 
Zuhri said Saturday he expects it to 
take place later this month. Russian 
Mideast envoy Alexander Kalugin also 
said the visit could take place by the 
end of the month, the Russian news 
agency Interfax reported Saturday.
Egypt, a key ally of the Palestinians, 
has been trying to bmker the forma­
tion of a new Palestinian government 
following Hamas’ election victory.
“There should be no premeditated 
judgments on Hamas which was 
elected by the Palestinian people in a 
fair and free balloting,” Suleiman 
Awad, Egypt’s presidential spokesman, 
said Saturdiy. “The door should be 
open for peace.”
The Egyptian diplomat’s absluc- 
tion, carried out in daylight, under­
scored the lawlessness phiguing (iaza 
in the wake of Israel’s withdrawal 
from the area in September.
Officials said Hussain Almousaly, 
Egypt’s military attache to the 
Palestinian Authorits', was unharmed.
A previously unknown group call­
ing itself the “A1 Ahrar Brigades” _ 
Arabic for “the liberated people” _ 
claimed responsibility Friday, 
demanding the release of dozens of 
Palestinian criminals held in Egyptian 
jails.
Awad, a spokesman for Egy'ptian 
President Hosni Mubarak, said it 
remained unclear who was behind the 
kidnapping. All major Palestinian mil­
itant groups, including those who 
have carried out previous kidnap­
pings. condemned the abduction.
“Despite the happy ending of the 
relea.se of the Egyptian diplomat, there 
are people who are asking w'hat are 
the reastms behind such incidents.” 
Awad s.iid Saturdas.
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Mustang Daily reserves the right 
U) edit letters for grammar, pmfani- 
ties and length. Letters, commen­
taries and cartoons do not represent 
the views o f the Mustang Daily. 
Mease limit length to 250 words.
1 etters should include the writers 
lull name, phone number, major 
.11 id class standing. Letters must 
s o m e  from a C'al Poly e-mail 
.sount. Do not send letters ,is an 
dtachmeni. Please send the text in 
the bodv ot the e-mail.
Ity e-mail:
•mtst,uigd.iilv(</ ginail.coin 
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CO RRECTION S
The Mustang Daily staff takes 
pride in publishing a daily newspa­
per for the C^ il Poly campus and 
the neighboring community. We 
appreciate your readership and are 
thankful for your caaTlil reading. 
Please send your cormction sugges­
tions to niustangdaily(a),gmail.com
NO TICE
The Mustang 1 )aily is a “desig­
nated public forum.” Student edi­
tors have lull authority to make all 
content decisions without censor­
ship or advance approval.
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GUEST COMMENTARY
Classroom  etiquette: D os and Don’ts
C all It pet peeves, poor manners, bad habits or whatever you want — 
we see it everyday in class. Some of 
the things go unnoticed by many, 
while others are as annoying or 
otR'iisive as nails on a chalkboard to 
students and pmfessors alike. We’re 
all guilty at one point or another but 
sometimes it is due to conditions 
that are out of our control, and other 
rimes we perform them with blatant 
disregard of everyone else in the 
cl.issroom.
Arriving late: Perhaps one of the 
most debatable etic]uettes, tardiness 
nevertheless presents you as an 
unprepared college student. Let’s 
hue it people, arriving “fashionably 
late” to a lecture doesn’t have the 
same effect as that at a party. More 
than likely you’ve missed the profes­
sor's .innouncement of changed 
office hours or that the handouts of 
today’s lecture has already been 
passed out. Not to mention that the 
only seat left is the one furthest from 
the door, forcing you to trip across 
every backpack with irritated glares 
in return. We’re all responsible adults 
that can tell time, so let’s make a lit­
tle extra effort to be pniinpt.
(iell phones: Traveling fixim class 
to class you will, at one point or 
another, forget to switch them back 
to vibrate. On the other hand, it
LETTERS
TO TH E EDITOR
S tu d en ts sh ou ld  b e  c o n ­
cern ed  ab ou t IR A  fee ref­
eren d u m
1 li.inks. .Mustang I ).iilv, tor vour 
..rude on the histructionailv Related 
-.ctiMtu-s (IRA) tee a'teR'tuiuin th.it
w il l  t . ixe  p l . u e  o n  i e b . __: a i iu  2 3 .
Lveii though the pniposeil tee 
iiiCRMse IV oim SPi per uuarter. ii is 
obvimisiv important tor stiuleiits to 
be well-intiirnied about the coiise- 
i|ueiici“s ot voting tor or .igainst.
Lhev should know, for example, that 
students will pl.iy a kev mle in decid­
ing how the funds will Ix' spent: 
Some of the decisions will be made 
III the colleges, w’lth input fnim the 
student councils, while others w ill be 
nude bv the IRA Advisors (.\nincil. 
w hich IS co-ch.iired b\ .i student and 
w hose vtHing membership consists ot 
an equal number of students .ind 
non-students. 1 he quote in the arti­
cle .ibout the cost ot education “spi­
raling out-of-contml ” fails to take 
into account the governor’s budget 
tor the coming year, which pmvides 
tor elimination of the pR’viously pm- 
posed incRMse (of $2(14 per year) in 
the State University Fee.
If appmved by the legislature, 
w Inch seems likely, this fee will 
remain unchanged for 2(H)t>-()7. For 
nioR* information about the R'feR-n- 
diim, please check out the Web site 
at
http://studentatfairs.calpoly.edu/fecR*
f /
W. David Conn
I ice provofl for academu programs & 
undergraduate education
doesn’t take too much of a con- chain reactioiuYou must now occu- 
scious effort on test days to press a py another student’s pre-determined 
couple of buttons to preserve the desk and everyone who arrives 
sanctity of the room. We can all thereafter will give the untanuliar 
make an attempt to shield the rest of occupant a dirty look. Blease sit con- 
the class from
our Usher or 
Jack Johnson 
ring tones as 
they struggle 
to take a com­
plex integral 
on their finals, 
can’t we?
S e a t i n g :
Berhaps the 
111 o s t 
u n k n o w' n 
(and annoy­
ing) classmom 
misdemeanor.I
During the 
first week of 
class, students 
w’ill generally 
claim a specif­
ic seat in the 
room. After 
the first week 
(grace period), 
seats are gen­
erally preset. But the day will come 
when you arrive to find the one kid 
who’s attended class on only the first 
day snugly planted in your seat. This 
affects the whole area and sets off a
We can all make 
an attempt to 
shield the rest o f 
the class fiom our 
Usher or Jack 
Johnson ring tones 
as they s tro d e  to 
take a complex 
integral on their 
finals, can’t we?
D ea r  M ark T aylor
Your letter on Feb. 9, while enter­
taining, contained several strange 
assertions. First, you stated that 
intelligent design and global warm­
ing are legal and ethic.il matters, not 
scientific ones. It would seem to me 
that these are qualities that we 
choose to give them, not ones w Inch 
ire intrinsic to them: the existence 
ot electricirv could just as easily be 
.III ethical issue, it societv decided to 
make it one (i.e., if its implications 
pissed off enough people in swing 
vote states to make them call their 
I ongressmen).
1 lowever. 1 did appreciate the 
mniv of an architectural engineer 
clustising a mechanical engineer for 
debating about biology, because it 
W.1S not Ins field. This irony only 
incre.ised when you briefly tossed 
out the 2nd L.iw of 
Thermodynamics .is pniof of Mr. 
Scott’s ignorance. I presume this was 
a veiled reference to the idea that the 
2nd Law of Thermodynamics dis- 
pnwes evolution, which Mr. Scott 
seems to not be aware of. 
Unfortunately, this assertion is false. 
File Law states that order does not 
incre.ise IN A CTOSED SYSTEM, 
file Earth is not a closed system, .is 
we happen to have the sun pmvidmg 
large amounts of energy to us (and 
giving us this nice weather). If yon 
doubt that the complexity of a sys­
tem can increase w hen it is being fed 
energy by the sun, try planting a lima 
bean m a cup filled with dirt and see 
what happens.
Erik Dawley
Architecture Junior
W h a t’s th e  p r o b le m  w ith  
h itch h ik in g ?
Hitchhiking should be accepted 
in SLO.This is a college town where 
students and faculty alike walk.
sistently m your 
own chair or 
grab one in the 
back.
Talking in 
halls: As we find 
ourselves trying 
to pay attention, 
at times well 
overhear full 
conversations 
being conduct­
ed by inconsid­
erate individu.ils 
walking outsiiie 
of the open 
doors while 
classes are in full 
swing. Honestlv, 
w’e don’t care 
how badly you 
just bombed 
your test
(accom panied 
by some very 
audible obsceni­
ties) or who’s having a party frid.iy 
night (ok maybe we do about that 
one). Keep your voices down until 
you make it out the building.
Leaving: Us students love attend-
drive, bike and bus to school. Most 
likely, if you see someone walking up 
Grand they are going to Boly. If 
you’re in a car and you’re going 
there anyway, why not pick them 
up? When classes get out mid-atter- 
noon, the buses are packed and 
everyone migrates home. Students 
walking down Grand, Monterey or 
Foothill are either going home, 
downtown or to the store. This not 
onlv helps tin* hitcliliiker. but you 
,is weil. You :iieet a lellow student 
and will feel good tor iielpmg them 
out (especiallv on a hot d.iy). So 
nothing but positive things will 
arise.
John Lane
Mathematics luntor
D e a r  rea d ers  o f  th e  
M u sta n g  D a ily , e s p e c ia l­
ly  B r ia n  M c M u lle n
What you have to realize about 
Morgan Elam is that he never 
writes what he thinks. If you have 
read the paper in the last couple of 
years, you would know that Elam 
writes to get a rise out of people. 
He’ll say just about anything to stir 
the pot. While this is good some­
times, when he falsely portrays the 
beliefs of a group, he goes too far.
As a C'.hristian, 1 was very 
(iffeiided by Elam’s letter on 
Wednesday. The subject matter 
itself did not offended me so much 
because when I read who wrote 
the letter, I took nothing seriously. 
What I was afraid about was how 
other people would read his letter. 
The ediristian community feels 
VERY differently about policies 
and goals that we have than the 
ones that Elam portrayed. I believe, 
from my readings of his letter, that 
Morgan Elam is the worst example
ing class, but we love leaving even 
more. Little do some students 
understand that professors tend to 
speedilv cram in the most impor­
tant conclusions to what they had 
been working toward the entire 
hour at the end. Ultimately it’s 
your loss when you p.ick up early 
oiiK so that you can be out the 
door as the instructor’s last words 
(uttering the homework assign­
ment) leaves his mouth. The shuf­
fling of papers and clicking of 3- 
ring binders do act as a respectful 
hint to the unaware professor th.it 
their time is nearing an end 
though.
By adhering to these recom­
mendations vou should be able to 
avoid making a bad impression on 
your instructor while pleasing your 
colleagues. Not only that, but 
you’ll also evade the other 30 pairs 
of eyes staring at you with sleep 
creases across your forehead as you 
walk out of the classroom 45 sec­
onds early, chatting on your cell 
phone and not hearing about the 
quiz that will be taking place 
tomorrow. Have some respect for 
yourself, your professor and espe­
cially those around you.
( Hen Sun is an electrical engineernti’ 
senior and a Mustang Daily guest 
columnist.
of a C'hristian and should not be 
viewed as one. whether he says he 
is or not.
Readers of the .Mustang Daily 
must NEVER take anything 
Morgan Elam s.iys seriously and 
realize that he is .m engineering 
senior with w.iy too much time on 
his hands
1 his school will be a better place 
when he gr.iuuates and naïve stii- 
Ueius no longer buv into Ins letters
Mart Fritch
I'hysus senior
T here’s no fîgh t here
In 'rd c  to create t strawni.in. 1 
svonlU iieeu to be arguing with 
sou. Since this is not the case, I 
i.ive built no strawnien. I wanted 
to point out that there are other 
crimes for which you can be sen­
tenced to death in this, country. I 
find it annoying that capital pun­
ishment proponents convienently 
“forget" to mention this when dis­
cussing the death penalty. They use 
the emotional "eye for an eye” talk­
ing point to garner support for 
their cause, while not disclosing the 
entire truth about the subtect.
As for the basis of your argu­
ment, 1 think you made good 
points. Responsibility and
accountability are two issues central 
to conservative theors, and almost 
all positions the Republican party 
take can be somehow related to 
those tw'o subjects.
Bersonally, I find this bordering 
on unforgiving, but I doubt you 
care very much. In short, my letter 
was more of a BSA than an angry 
rebuttal, and I’ll leave you with 
that.
Jonathan Allen
Biology senior
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Loss
continued from pa^e ¡2
overtime, the Highlanders’ 
Seyrain (ibewonyo drove the the 
hoop and was tbiiled in the lane 
by Cbtl Poly’s Jessica Eggleston.
(ibewonyo missed the first 
free-throw off the front of the 
rim, but swished the next.
After timeouts by the 
Highlanders and Mnnnaugh, (ial 
Poly’s C'.ourtney Ciameron 
inbounded the ball to Michelle 
Henke with the length of the 
floor in front of her.
Henke sprinted downcourt and 
took an oft-balanced lay-up from 
about 8-feet away, but the shot 
caromed oft' the backboard into 
the rim and away from the hoop 
to end the Mustangs’ comeback 
hopes.
(ibewonyo led all scorers with 
l() for the Highlanders. Amber 
Go\ chipped in 1 1 for Riverside.
Sparkle Anderson and Sarah 
(irieve had 10 apiece to lead the 
Mustangs offensively.
On the boards. Riverside’s 
Kenne Nkele had a game-high 13 
rebounds, eight on the offensive 
end and teammates Roney Friend 
and Tainoisouti Lott were next best 
with 10 and nine, respectively.
Both teams shot the ball poor­
ly, Riverside at 28.6 percent from 
the field as a team and Cal Poly at 
29.2 percent. The difference was 
in three-point shooting and from 
the free-throw line as the 
Highlanders made five more than 
the Mustangs from downtown 
and six more from the charity 
stripe, (ial Poly will host Long 
Beach State on Thursday at 7 p.m. 
in Mott (iyin.
Upset
continued from page 12 
the win with two free thnnvs, scor­
ing (]al Poly’s final six points of the 
game.
The Mustangs made 4.5 percent of 
its floor shots (22 of 49) while hold­
ing UC Irvine to 43 percent (20 of 
47) and ('al Poly outrebounded the 
Anteaters 32-20, led by Stockalper 
with seven. Each team committed 16 
personal fouls and ('al Poly recorded 
just 10 turnovers, one more than UC 
Irvine.
The Mustangs led .40-26 at half­
time.
(]al Poly remains on the road for 
two games next week, visiting U(' 
Santa Barbara on Wednnesd.iy at 7 
p.ni. and Saint Mars ’s for a non-con­
ference ESPN Bracket Buster contest 
Saturday at 5:.40 p.m. in Moraga.
IJ o ik  State«
Crossword
ACROSS 
1 Actor Baldwin
5 Go a mile a 
minute, say
10 Canaanite god
14 Length between 
mini and maxi
1 5 Uptight person
16 Peter___,
classic 
cartoonist for 
The New Yorker
17 One’s equal
1 8 Dances at 
Jewish 
weddings
1 9 Alliance 
since ’49
2 0 1852 book
2 3 Old Italian 
money
2 4 Long, long time
2 5 1944 play
31 Trap
!2 Low-cal
3 3 Miner’s find
3 5 Egyptian fertility 
goddess
3 6 Takes a turn on 
“Wheel of 
Fortune"
3 8 Unadulterated
3 9 “Queen of
denial" for 
Queen of the 
Nile
4 0 Ollie’s partner in
old comedy
4 1 Wild
4 2 1992 movie 
4 6 Actor Chaney
4 7 Classical 
paintings
4 8 1970’s TV show
with a literal hint 
to 20-, 25- and 
42-Across
5 5 Feeling that
makes you say 
“Ow'"
5 6 Biblical spy
5 7 When repeated, 
a court cry
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10
2 9
The Little 
Mermaid
The “N” of N B. 
“Dear God!" 
Pee Wee who 
was nicknamed 
The Little 
Colonel 
Quick cut
DOWN
Unit of current, 
informally
In ___of
(instead of) 
Home for Adam 
and Eve 
Vultures, at 
times
Globe
For the time 
being
Currency that 
replaced 
23-Across 
Dutch cheese 
Puddings and 
pies, e g 
Snack for a 
monkey 
Saudi, e g 
Not for
Crazy as a ___
Fertilizer
ingredient
Arrive
“To recap ..." 
Wet,
weatherwise 
Thin oancakes
“Ich bin___
Berliner'
Grieve
14
T7^
ÍT5
ITF
21
55
31
59
ST
B?
2?
1
11 i¿> li
p r
p r
34
^uoto by U n ^  ^ h a c h e t  Tuckar
3 0 Lineup 41 What soap may
31 Taste, as wine
3 4 Sushi fish
3 6 Vehicle that 
does crazy tricks
3 7 ___de deux
3 8 Funds for
retirees
4 0 Shortly
leave
4 3 Tight, as clothes
4 4 Bank’s ad 
come-on
4 5 Practical, as a 
plan
4 8 Lhasa___(dog)
4 9 Homebuilder’s 
strip
5 i Actor Neeson
-,1 Long-eared 
leaper
5 2 Nobelist Wiesel
5 3 City on the 
Rhone
,4 Abominable 
Snowman
5 8 Microwave
For answers, call 1-9(X)-285-5656. $1 20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-AC ROSS 
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips, nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers nytimes com/learning/xwords
Baseball
i continued from page ¡2  
well.
C.il Poly has collected 60 hits in 
Its last four games, including 1(> in 
the series finale at San Jose State 
last Sunday. 1 he Mustangs hit .373 
as a team against Loyola 
Marymount this weekend.
“Our offense feels more com­
fortable, we’re getting more at- 
bats under our belts and we’re get­
ting a better feel for our lineup,” 
said Lee. “We also played very 
good defense and turned a num­
ber of double plays (five).”
Freshman first baseman Brent 
Morel opened Cal lolly’s scoring 
in the second inning, reaching 
base on an error, moving to third 
on a single by Luque and scoring 
on (ianepa’s single through the 
left side of the Loyola Marymount 
infield.
A single by second baseman 
Brent Walker and two hit batsmen 
loaded the bases in the third 
inning before Cooper's single 
scored two runs and gave the 
Mustangs a 3-0 cushion.
Cal Poly led 4-0 in the sixth
'fvtìà
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inning after Liitpie singled up the 
middle, t4)ok third on a single to 
right by ('anepa and scored on a 
push bunt by shortstop Gilbert 
Ciil.
It was .5-0 111 the seventh inning 
after center fielder (irant I )esme 
reached base on an error, took 
second on a passed ball and came 
home t)ii Jimmy Van (^strand’s sin­
gle down the left-field line.
Loyola Marymount scored its 
lone run in the bottom of the sev­
enth, loading the bases on a walk, 
single and hit batsman before 
De’Andre Miller’s infield single 
pushed across the run.
For the series, Cal Poly’s top 
hitters were (ianepa (5-for-8, 
.625), Desme (7-for-15, .467) and 
third baseman Josh Lansford (6- 
for-14, .420). ('al Poly was 7-for- 
10 in stolen bases in the series, 
compared to just four stolen bases 
m the first six games of the season.
C'al Poly visits San Diego State 
for a three-game non-conference 
series next weekend at Tons 
Gwynn Stadium. The Aztecs are 
2-5 after losing two of three 
games at Santa Cilara over the 
weekend.
Mustang.
iV iafiiacs
UCSB Road Trip
M en ’s b ask etb a ll (^  
U C S B
W ed. F eb . 15
Leave Cal Poly @  4 p.m. 
R e tu rn  Following the 
gam e
Inckules Special Road 
Trip ** Maniacs T-shirt
Cost: $5
e-mail skirkish(a)calpoly.edu for 
more info
Support the 
Mustangs as they 
take on rivals UC 
Santa Barbara at 
the Thunderdome!
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS -  
Children s sleepEeway camp. 
Northeast Pennsylvania 
( 6 /1 7 -8 /1 3 /0 6 :  If you ove 
children and want a caring, fun 
environment we noed 
Directors and Instructors for: 
Tennis. Swimming (W.S.l. 
preferred). Golf. Gymnastics, 
Cheerleading. Drama, High & Low 
Ropes, Team Sports. Wateiski'og, 
Sailing. Painting/Drawing. 
Céram es, Silkscreen PricitmaKing 
Batik, Jewelry Calligraphy, 
Photography, Sculpture. Guitar, 
Aerobics. Self-Dr fense, V deo, 
Piano. Other sta+f 
Administrative/ Drive'" (2 +), 
(coot ■
HELP WANTED
j icont.) Nurses (RN’s and Nuising 
Students). Bookkeeoer. M others’ 
Helper On campus interviews 
February 19th.
Call 1 8 0 0 -2 7 9  3 0 1 9  or 
apply on-line it 
www.campwaynogirls.r;om
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. I 
San Femarido and Coneio Valley ! 
$ 2 S 0 0 f '8 8 8 ) 7S4-CAMP *
www.workatcamp.com.'slo
DELL STUDENT PEP - 
EARN :d1 ;/h r Malie youi own 
hours and gain amazing 
resume expenerce' 
Positi >n starti 'mmerjiatei\ ■ 
Repnalion.com / oell lO apply
HELP WANTED
GREAT COLLEGE JOB' Interested in 
working in a peaceful but busy 
environment? Have marketing 
interest? Computer skills able 
to multi-task, professional, retail 
sales, Lots of benefits to working 
at the spa! Must be able to 
A/ork Sat's and some Sundays. 
Approx. 2 0  hrs/w k available. 
Some side work to help owner.
Inquire written:
5 8 1 5  Traffic Way Atascadero 
(8 0 5 ) 4 6 4 -0 1 2 9 _________
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS wanted  
$ 1 0 0  06' lOur PLUS tips 
No experience required  
Vioik around your own schedule!
(8 0 5 ) 3 4 8 -3 2 4 1  or 
(88 8 ; 7 4 4  4 4 3 6
HELP WANTED
Cal l^oly Admissions needs web 
developer to enhance ana maintain 
Admissions & Financial Aid 
websites & Admission MyCalPoly 
Channels. You can do a lot in 
5-10 hours/wk & still maintain 
your grades Proficient in the 
following; XML/XSL. HTM^nSSC. 
Dreamweavei M \, Javascript/PHP 
Contact anunez@caipoly edii
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN 
THE DAILY NOW' 7 5 6  /1 4 3
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0  or email 
stevei^siohomes.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Benefit Conceit to help raise 
money for Progeria Victims' 
Oowmown Brewing Co. in SLO 
Febuary 15 , 2 0 0 6
Want to get the word out apout 
your club fraternity, or sorority 
iassiftadsO  r n iistangdal ly .n«i
LOST AND FOUND
REWARD tor Lost Robotics Club 
Sandwich board r831 ) 8 6 9  S76H
Reward for" !.osi Cannon Powershoi 
Digital Camera at M art 's I /?  
Call Beth @ (7 ’ 5) 544-26 72
Found I Pod mini on Frederick 5 . 
oar'y. P leare call (7 6 0 ) 8 0 7  4 4  '3
lo s t and Taund ads are FBEL!
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M . T E N N IS
DO M INm NGW IN
OVERTRTIONS
T he men's t e n n i s  t e a m 
defeated the No. XI team in 
Ihvision II, U(] San Diego, 
on Saturday f)-l, holding the 
Tritons winless in singles and 
doubles competition. The win 
improves C!al Poly’s record to 1-3 on the 
season.
In singles competition, Fred 
Devvitte's win over Erik Oijala 
leaves him with a three-match sin­
gles winning streak. Newcomer 
1 )arryn Young recorded his first 
win as a Mustang in a tiebreak­
er match at the No. 6 
spot.
~Spori.c InloniiiUion Report
WRESTLING
MUSTANG SNAP 
LOSING STREAK
C al Poly eiuled its five-match losing streak in a big w.iy with back-to-back wins. The Mustangs ilefeated San Francisco State in con­
vincing fashion. 4S-3, and scored a conference victory 
over Stanford, 2‘)-13.
The Mustangs were led by senior Kyan Halsey (1H4) 
who won two matches by pinfall and junior I )avid 
Roberts (141) who picked up a technical fall victory 
.igainst San Francisco State and a major decision victon,- 
over Stanforil.
With the pair of wins, the .Mustangs improve to ‘>-7 
overall and 3-2 in the Pac-1<> conference.Tlie Mustangs 
conclude the regular season on Feb. 17, hosting U (' 1 )avis 
at 7 pm.T he Pac-K> championships are right anniiid the 
corner as well with C^ il Poly traveling to host Stanford on 
Feb. 2f) through Feb. 27. -.S/s'rf.v Intontuuion Rq\^n
S O F T B A L L
BRUINS, BEARS 
STOMP ‘SIANGS
C al Poly opened its season 1-4 at the C'ampbell/C'artier CT.issic hosted by San Diego State.The Mustangs fell ‘f-4 to the htist 
Aztecs on Thursday and dropped another game later that 
night to No. 2 UCTA, 13-0.
(')n Friday, the Mustangs won their first game of the 
season, beating Oklahoma State 16-12. In the toughest 
outing for the young Mustings, No. S UC Berkeley came 
back in the top of the seventh inning to win 3-1. And, in 
the final game of the tournament, C'al Poly was shut-out 
by Sacramento State, 2-0.
Gina Leomiti touched home first for the Bears 
with a single to center field. She advanced to third 
after two more Berkeley hits. It was a C’al Poly error 
that sent Leomiti in for the score. Alex Sutton and 
Julie Meyer recorded the last two runs for Berkeley, 
clinching the win.
Jenna Maiden pitched all seven innings for C’al 
Poly, allowing just five hits and one walk and no 
earned runs.
Against Sacramento State, Robyn Kontra went the dis- 
tanc, yielding just one earned run on four hits. However, 
C'al Poly managed just five hits and one walk against the 
Hornets’starting pitcher Nikki CTiK)ue.
C'al Poly continues its season on the road at the UNLV 
Desert Classic. The Mustangs will play No. 3 Tennessee 
on Friday in the second game of the tournament.
~-Sporls ftifonihirioii Rcf>ort
Ofiensive brownout for ‘Stangs
F rank  Stranzl
MUSIANU DAIIY
While the sunny weather pro­
vided a warm winter day for San 
Luis Obispo residents, the climate 
was much cooler inside Mott Ciym 
as the Mustangs fell to UC] 
Riverside 47-46 on Sunday.
Although C'.al Poly’s full-court 
pressing defense kept the Mustangs 
close despite a dismal shooting 
pi'rformance, it wasn’t enough to 
pull C]al Poly back from a 12-point 
half-time deficit.
“For us, the press is what we live 
and die by,” Clal Poly coach Faith 
Minmaugh said. “We press for 40 
minutes. If our offense can be as 
potent as our defense, we’re going 
to be a dangerous team come tour­
nament time.”
The loss drops the Mustangs to 
.3-5 in Big West play and 10-10 
overall, while the Flighlanders 
improved to 4-7 m conference play 
and S-14 overall.
.After winning its first three Big 
West games, the Mustangs have lost 
five of their last seven conference 
games and lost a pair to UC] Davis.
The first half was marred by 
missed shot after missed shot for 
the .Mustangs while the 
Highlanders turned the ball over 
IS times in the opening 20 min­
utes of play, eight alone coming 
from starting point-guard Vanessa 
C]anipillo.
C].il Poly trailed 26-14 at the 
half. But behind a fervent defensive 
effort in the second half, the 
.Mustangs drew to a 47-47 tie with 
2:22 remaining.
As the game seemed destined for 
see Loss, page 11
fSi"-
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BRENNAN A.Nt.EI. Ml SIAM. OAin
Cal Polys Michelle Henke drives to the hoop in the (irst half of Sundays game. Although 
Henke struggled offensively with just two points, she tied for a team-high six rebounds.
Poly upsets first 
place Anteaters
SW>KtS IN rO K M A llO N  k l l* O R I
Ciabe Stephenson blocked a UC] Irvine shot with sev'en sec­
onds left and Trae C]lark made two free throws with 3.3 sec­
onds remaining to clinch C]al Poly’s 61-3S victory over UC] 
Irvine in a regionally televised Big West C]onference men’s bas­
ketball game Saturday night at Bren Events C]enter.
C]lark came off the bench to score a team-high 15 ptiints 
while Derek Stockalper added 1 1 points and Dawin Whiten 10 
as the Mustangs, who lost to UC] Irvine on a last-second three- 
pointer Jan. 7, improved to 7-14 overall and 5-4 in conference 
games.
UC] Irvine, led by Shamir Armstrong with a career-high 16 
points off the bench and Aaron Fitzgerald with 13, fell to 13- 
11 and 9-3. The Anteaters have lost three of their last four 
games.
Senitir guard Ross Schraeder, who entered the game as UC] 
Irvine’s leading scorer with a 13.2 .iverage, was held scoreless 
for the first time in 63 games, dating back to a loss at Idaho on 
Jan. 31,2004, his sophomore se.ison.
Neither team led by more than six points in the game, Fhe 
score was tied five times and the lead changed hands 12 times.
Joe Henry's three-point play with 4:3S left gave the 
Mustangs a .35-50 lead, but UC] Irvine scored seven consecu­
tive points capped by Adam Metelski’s layup for a 57-55 
advantage with 1 ;3H to go.
The game was tied for the final time at 57-57 with 1:14 to 
play on C]lark’s jumper. Darren Fells made one of two tree 
throws with 52 seconds left to give UC] Irvine a 5b-57 lead, 
but ( lark made anotber jumper with 40 seconds left and iceti
see Upset, page 11
Mustangs take w o ­
of-three from Loyola
M*ORIS INIOR.M AIION R H H IR I
Sophomore right-hander Evan Reed pitched five scoreless 
innings for his first victory of the season and junior catcher 
Matt C]anepa had three hits and an RBI to lift C]al Poly to a 
5-1 victory over Loyola Marymount in the final game of a 
three-game non-conference baseball series Sunday afternoon 
at Cteorge C]. Page Stadium.
The victory gave the No. 25-ranked Mustangs their third 
straight series, two games to one, and improved their record 
to 7-2 on the season. Loyola Marymount fell to 2-5 on the 
year.
Reed walked two, struck out two and allowed just two hits 
over five innings as C]al Poly built a 3-0 lead in the first three 
innings and added single runs in the sixth and seventh frames 
for the win. Thomas Eager and C]asey Fien each pitched two 
innings in relief — Eager allowing one run and three hits 
while Fien gave up just one hit with one strikeout.
For the fourth straight game, C]al Poly reached double fig­
ures in hits.The Mustangs banged out 15 hits m Frid.ay’s !(»- 
S loss, then parlayed a 19-hit attack into a 16-4 victory 
Saturd.iy. C]al Poly collected 10 hits SuiuLiy, including a dou­
ble and two singles by C]anepa. Designated hitter Jacob 
Luque added two singles while left fielder Matt C]ooper sin­
gled in a pail of runs in the third inning to give C]al Poly a 
3-0 lead.
C'fverall. for the series we got some quality outings from 
the bullpen and our two catchers — (].inepa and Jonathan 
VCoodcox combined for eight hits trom the No. 8 hole in oui 
lineup. Mustang fourtb-vear head coach Larry Lee said Both 
also caught well anu handled our piuhm g staff extremely
see Baseball, page 11
